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SYNONYMS EXERCISE-       Use the words in the box to find synonyms for the italicized words: !
destroy         tired       hardworking      try       convince        allow      remember          forecast       worried        build    attack   complain    think about   help  agree !!

Before you attempt to install it, you should read the directions. 
(1)  
                   
I was anxious about my test results. 
(2) !
It is difficult to predict the weather. 
(3) !
When the students heard they would have a test, they started to grumble. 
(4) !
He began to ponder the reason that he failed. 
(5) !
After the earthquake, the villagers desperately needed aid.  
(6) !
Don’t worry. She’ll finish the job. She is very diligent. 
(7) !
I am weary. I need to rest. 
(8) !
I couldn’t persuade her to stay in school. 
(9) !
I can’t recall what his name is. 
(10) !
The captain began the assault in the middle of the night.  
(11) !
They started to construct the house yesterday.  
(12) !
You think it’s too expensive? I concur. I won't buy it at that price. 
(13) !
If water gets in the building, it will ruin the paintings.  
(14) !
I will not permit you to marry my daughter. 
(15) !
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SYNONYMS EXERCISE-                      Use these words to find synonyms for the italicized words: 
be against            suggest         forbidden            car          hide          hate           annoy       compliment        strange       furious          content          inspect        

understand       sad      crazy

When John said he saw an alien, everybody thought he was insane. 
(1)  
                   
I recommend you put that money in the bank. 
(2) !
Fishing is prohibited. 
(3) !
I despise him because he lies and cheats. 
(4) !
Jim was irate when he discovered that someone had stolen his car. 
(5) !
The smugglers tried to conceal the drugs in some toys. 
(6) !
The loud music began to irritate her. 
(7) !
I can’t comprehend the question.  
(8) !
He’s depressed because his girlfriend left him. 
(9) !
I oppose the idea of building houses in the park. 
(10) !
Are you satisfied with the deal? 
(11) !
I would like to examine the apartment before I buy it. 
(12) !
You should praise him for the hard work that he’s done.  
(13) !
You can’t park your vehicle here. 
(14) !
It was odd that he left without taking his jacket or shoes.  
(15) !



SYNONYMS EXERCISE-       Use the words in the box to find synonyms for the italicized words: !
destroy         tired       hardworking      try       convince        allow      remember          forecast       worried        build    attack   complain    think about   help  agree !!

Before you attempt to install it, you should read the directions. 
(1) try 
                   
I was anxious about my test results. 
(2) worried !
It is difficult to predict the weather. 
(3) forecast !
When the students heard they would have a test, they started to grumble. 
(4) complain !
He began to ponder the reason that he failed. 
(5) think about !
After the earthquake, the villagers desperately needed aid.  
(6) help !
Don’t worry. She’ll finish the job. She is very diligent. 
(7) hardworking !
I am weary. I need to rest. 
(8) tired !
I couldn’t persuade her to stay in school. 
(9) convince !
I can’t recall what his name is. 
(10) remember !
The captain began the assault in the middle of the night.  
(11) attack !
They started to construct the house yesterday.  
(12) build !
You think it’s too expensive? I concur. I won't buy it at that price. 
(13) agree !
If water gets in the building, it will ruin the paintings.  
(14) destroy !
I will not permit you to marry my daughter. 
(15) allow !
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SYNONYMS EXERCISE-                      Use these words to find synonyms for the italicized words: 
be against            suggest         forbidden            car          hide          hate           annoy       compliment        strange       furious          content          inspect        

understand       sad      crazy

When John said he saw an alien, everybody thought he was insane. 
(1) crazy 
                   
I recommend you put that money in the bank. 
(2) suggest !
Fishing is prohibited. 
(3) forbidden !
I despise him because he lies and cheats. 
(4) hate !
Jim was irate when he discovered that someone had stolen his car. 
(5) furious !
The smugglers tried to conceal the drugs in some toys. 
(6) hide !
The loud music began to irritate her. 
(7) annoy !
I can’t comprehend the question.  
(8) understand !
He’s depressed because his girlfriend left him. 
(9) sad !
I oppose the idea of building houses in the park. 
(10) am against !
Are you satisfied with the deal? 
(11) content !
I would like to examine the apartment before I buy it. 
(12) inspect !
You should praise him for the hard work that he’s done.  
(13) compliment !
You can’t park your vehicle here. 
(14) car !
It was odd that he left without taking his jacket or shoes.  
(15) strange !









Watch videos of water hydrological cycle and Mexico City 
  Read text pages 107-8, find main points 

!
Read 106 - 107   

!
find main points  

!
do summaries on music, Darwin, and agriculture  

!
 write summaries of Mexico paragraphs

Summary Mexico City #1 
!

Mexico City has a big water problem, so many citizens get very little water. A 
major problem is bad pumping equipment which wastes water. Also, there is 

increasing need for water, and large beverage companies are using lots of 
water. 

#2 
Long ago Mexico City had lots of water, but the water was removed to create 
the city. Then water was taken from underground and from rivers. Recently, 

water has been taken from long distances, which is difficult to deliver. 
#3 





Summarize the following paragraph in three sentences.  
!

Music video is a relatively new entry into the world of television, having become 
common only in the 1980s. Music video is difficult to categorize and to illustrate with 
one example because it includes so many different types of expression. The definite 
characteristic is in its name: There is music, and there is video imagery. Some music 
videos dramatize the words of a song or even create brief visual dramas that are only 
vaguely related to the music. Some offer a message or statement. Some are relatively 
straightforward recordings of the performers at work. Obviously, defining the art of 

music video is not an easy task. (Living with Art, Rita Gilbert)



______ ______

______
______ ______

______

______
______

According to Rita Gilbert in the article "Living with 
Art," music videos are fairly recent, and there are 
various kinds. All of them contain songs and moving 
pictures. A number of them show a story or idea, but 
others only show artists' performances.



Underline the important words above, and write a summary in your own words (3 sentences) 
!
______________________________________ 
!
______________________________________ 
!
______________________________________



______ ______
______

______
______

______ ______

______
______

______



______ ______
______

______
______

______ ______

______
______

______

In "Discovery," Everett, Reid and Fara state that Darwin 
began a long journey to South America in 1831. After 
seeing incredible nature in Brazil, he uncovered ancient 
creatures in Patagonia. In the Galapagos they saw some 
very unique species, and these discoveries contributed to 
Darwin's ideas about evolution.



Underline the important words above, and write a summary in your own words (3 sentences) 
!
______________________________________ 
!
______________________________________ 
!
______________________________________



______
______

_________
______

______ ______

According to Postlethwait, Hopson and Veres in "Biology!" 
people developed farming long ago and then didn't have to 
travel for sustenance. They began to use animals for 
different things and to live in larger communities. This 
resulted in finance, new products, and the ability to rule 
nature.

______
____

______



According to Rita Gilbert in the article "Living with 
Art," music videos are fairly recent, and there are 
various kinds. All of them contain songs and moving 
pictures. A number of them show a story or idea, but 



          The article "Moon Landings" discusses some 
of the history, developments and problems with 
traveling to the moon. From the first to the sixth 
visit to the moon in the 1960s and 1970s, the 
amount of research and gathering of material 
increased significantly. As a result of these moon 
missions, a lot of work was done on improving 
computers, developing smaller computers, and 
creating the Internet. A problem related to staying 
on the moon is the lack of water, but test rockets 
are being used to determine whether water is 
actually available there. Traveling on the moon is 
hard because the surface is very rough, and having  
no atmosphere results in damage from space 
rocks.


